


 

The following represents a work in progress, but is not a 

representation of the final product. 

CryptoPets is a platform where people can manage, interact, and hodl their digital 

pets on the blockchain. The non-fungible token standard known as ERC-721 powers 

this new class of digital assets. Our goal is to introduce blockchain technology to the 

masses with a user-friendly dApp, drawing inspiration from platforms like 

PokémonGo and NeoPets. The CryptoPets adoption site will be browser-based, but 

the game will be launched on mobile for iOS and Android shortly after.  As a social 

impact project, CryptoPets is committed to conservation. 20% of the money raised 

by our pet sale is directed towards the World Wildlife Foundation. 
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The first CryptoPets game will be CryptoPets: SplashDown. 

 

CryptoPets: SplashDown is a player versus player (PvP) action game in which up to 

one hundred players fight in a battle royale with water cannon fight where players 

battle to remain the last pet standing. Players can choose to enter the match solo or 

with a small team of up to five people. In either case, the last pet or team left dry wins 

the match. Every minute the map will shrink to prevent camping and pets 

hibernating. Each pet’s attributes correlate with its skill in the game. Attributes can 

be increased with CryptoKibbles. CryptoPets: SplashDown is set to release in late 

spring. We are hesitant to give release dates because we are developing for mobile 

and console. Whitelist participants will have early access to any betas we put out for 

CryptoPets: SplashDown. 

 

How the Game Works. 
 

CryptoPets: SplashDown introduces a competitive environment to the ownership 

of digital collectibles. We focus on competitive systems both for the pets owned and 

the players themselves built within an immersive world and expanding lore. This 

includes Pet Prestige and a Pet Owner Stripes system to bring the ownership of 

these collectibles to life. Each pet has a virtual life of its own, both connected to its 

various owners and independent from its adoptees. Players are ranked and can earn 

in-game achievements through various endeavors and feats. 

 

With this initial web platform, you’ll be able to adopt a pet. This pet comes with 

unique stats and visual attributes as opposed to other pets of its species. If you don’t 

like your pet, put your pet up for adoption. When you have a pet you like, give it a 

nickname. Your pet comes with 5 dynamic attributes, some stronger than others, 

which determines how it fairs in game. 



.

CryptoPets seeks to design a game that rewards in-game participation through 

ranking and reward systems. We introduce progression systems: 

 

Pet Prestige Points: 

Beyond the ownership with their Adopters, pets live a life of their own between 

multiple owners. Pet Prestige indicates how much participation a pet has had within 

the CryptoPets world. It is earned with victories and accomplishments in-game. 

Higher Pet Prestige modifies the chance at earning in-game rewards. 

 

Stripes: 

Stripes are badges for  rewarding in-game participation and show the depth of a 

player’s gaming experience. These help motivate player performance so experience 

the fullness of the game and take on challenges with in-game endeavors. Earn your 

stripes! 

Pet owners will be able to join herds with each other and play 5 v 5 matches between other 

Herds. Herds can have a max of up to 50 players. In order to enter a match, both sides must 

stake CryptoKibbles. The team who wins collects the pot of Cryptokibbles which is divided 

back into their Herd.



 

Each pet has five attributes, the higher their attribute the better they are. Pet 

owners can strengthen their pet’s attributes with CryptoKibbles. The game is 

designed to reward pets with certain attributes so that all pets have a unique 

advantage over others depending on the game in which they are participating. 

CryptoPets have preferences towards being born with certain attribute strengths, 

but may also be randomly assigned a higher or lower value depending on the pets 

DNA. These stats are dynamic. Variability is enabled through  CryptoKibbles, 

described in the section below, and performing well within the games. 

Intelligence: 

High Intelligence allows pets to hear and detect other pets better. High intelligence 

also allows for pets to retrieve more water within looting in-game. Within Version 1, 

Pandas have naturally higher intelligence compared to other pets. 

 

Speed: 

High Speed allows pets to dodge splash attacks and to move around the map faster. 

Within Version 1, Dogs are faster compared to other pets. 

 

Defense: 

High Defense allows your pet to take more hits before getting wet. Within Version 

1, Turtles have naturally higher defense compared to other pets. 

 

Attack: 

High Attack means your pet will inflict more wetness on an accurate hit. Within 

Version 1,  T-Rex’s have naturally higher more attack compared to other pets. 

 

Accuracy: 

High Accuracy score means you have a higher probability of scoring a direct hit. 

Within Version 1, Unicorns have naturally higher accuracy compared to other pets. 

 



The attribute scales are on a 0-100 ranking with 100 being the best value and 1 being 

the least value. These rankings will be used in computing interaction outcomes in the 

ecosystem and to change the in-game experience between pets.  Attributes have 

decreasing returns to scale, just like leveling up Pokemon, both for participation in-

game and for players to pay CryptoKibbles. The higher you rank, get the harder it is 

to level up to the next rank.  

 

Some pets have higher attributes than other pets of the same species. These base 

stats are randomly ascribed. 

 

We tag attributes to a single hash. This provides a history of the asset, which can be 

tracked on our platform. Each CryptoPet will have both static and dynamic 

attributes. To prepare for a scalable platform, static CryptoPet attributes will be on-

chain, while dynamic attributes will be managed off-chain.  

 

CryptoPets will provide a marketplace for users to exchange goods and services. 

The main good exchanged will be CryptoKibbles. This limited resource will be 

produced by a PoS style mechanism where Pet Owners are rewarded in the 

commodity, which they can they go sell to other Pet Owners. CryptoPets will also 

sell special deals on CryptoKibbles in the marketplace. 

 

 

The pets have been categorized into five classifications: Common, Threatened, 

Endangered, Extinct and Mythical with each class being rarer than the previous. Pets 

are randomly generated when you buy a egg. Other than buying from the 

marketplace,eggs are the only way you can buy a CryptoPet. Each egg cost 0.02 ETH 

and randomly generates one pet. There is a set probability that you will receive a 

particular type of pet. Each egg is subject to a randomization function with the 

following probabilities for outcomes: 

 

 

Common CryptoPets are more or less easy to collect. These CryptoPets make up 

50% of the total CryptoPets ecosystem. Common CryptoPets have lower base stats. 

Version 1 introduces Dogs as the first common pet. Dogs are not separated by 

breeds, but their visual attributes will assume the features of several breeds of dogs. 



Uncommon CryptoPets are more or less easy to find and catch.  These CryptoPets 

make up 30% of the total CryptoPets ecosystem. Uncommon CryptoPets have 

medium base stats. Version 1 introduces Galápagos Tortoises as the first threatened 

pet. 

Rare CryptoPets are a bit hard to find and catch. But this only makes the CryptoPets 

game interesting. Only 6% of the total population are Rare. Rare CryptoPets have 

medium-high base stats. Version 1 introduces Giant Pandas as the first endangered 

pet. 

Super rare CryptoPets are a really hard to find. But if you do collect one of these, you 

can feel proud of yourself. Only 3% of all CryptoPets belongs to the Super rare 

category. Super Rare CryptoPets have high base stats. Version 1 introduces T-Rexs 

as the first extinct pet. 

Mythical CryptoPets are only for the professional gamers! Want to show you are 

really good at CryptoPets? Collect one of these There are 0.05% CryptoPets in the 

mythical CryptoPets. Mythical CryptoPets have legendary base stats. Version 1 

introduces Unicorns as the first mythical pet. 

CryptoKibbles are the resource that your pet can consume to alter its attributes. 

Each pet generates CryptoKibbles at a rate of 50 per day, but they can also be earned 

through in-game rewards, special in-game events, or purchased in the marketplace. 

The longer you hodl your CryptoPet, the more your pet generates. CryptoKibbles 

are used to power up certain attributes within pets, as well as stake for herd 

matches..   

 

 



Upgrading your pet is based off the total number of CryptoKibbles spent on 

upgrading your pet. This means you could spend all your points in an imbalanced 

way, perhaps get a wicked fast dog or a beastly T-Rex, or perhaps you might want to 

cover for your pet’s weaknesses and get a balanced pet. Ranking your pet up goes in 

from 0-100 in steps of ten. You need the following amount of CryptoKibble to max 

out attributes points in one attribute class. 

 

 

 

The Whitelist Sale will be opening late January. But be on the lookout for a surprise 

early release. We will give you a 24 hour heads up, unlike Coinbase. 

 

The Whitelist sale is the only opportunity players will have to know for certain which 

pets they are buying. There are a total of 1500 spots available which allows for 

earlier adopters to have early access to the marketplace. The whitelist can be 

located on our Telegram and Discord channels or this link. 12 hours after the 

conclusion of the whitelist sale, eggs will be available for everyone to purchase for 

0.02 ETH in the marketplace.  

 

http://ow.ly/IqDU30ha6U9


 

 

Pet Population Size Start Price 

Dog 6000 .01 ETH 

Galápagos Tortoise 3000 .05 ETH 

Giant Panda 2000 .15 ETH 

T-Rex 200 1 ETH 

Unicorn 100 2 ETH 

 

 

We will be partnering with fashion brands and artists to do special edition pet. These 

auctions will begin at their respected whitelist price then a bidding period begins and 

runs for 24 hours. The CryptoPets team will announce to the community when these 

special auctions are held. 

 



The ERC-721 token standard was created to establish unique digital assets, or NFTs 

(Non-Fungible Tokens). We are at the beginning of a new wave of virtual goods that 

can be traded within video game item markets, allowing players to monetize their in-

game collectibles and rewards. Unlike other projects that provide a token to 

purchase these items, ERC-721 allows for direct ownership of the item.  With direct 

control over a unique asset, utility is not tied to the system and the asset operates 

on, but is rather determined by the individual who owns it, based on its design, 

scarcity, and other attributes. ERC-721 makes this game possible and gives you 

100% ownership over your pet. We will be open sourcing our contract code for a 

public audit and review before we launch the marketplace in late January. 

Love who you want to love, just not yet.  

 

In order to make sure the Ethereum blockchain doesn’t get bogged down with 

transactions (see CryptoKitties for an example) we will not be including breeding 

until we have defined a proper scaling solution. Once we have developed a proper 

on-chain scaling solution, breeding will be introduced to everyone. We are exploring 

scaling solutions like side-chains, but these solutions are still many months away 

from being implemented. 

 

One of the largest problems faced by CryptoKitties is scalability. Their success 

became a double-edged sword that revealed the limitations of the current Ethereum 

network model. With the volume of transactions, other network users have had to 

postpone ICOs and pay higher than normal transaction fees. Because of the lack of 

network scaling solutions, the network has become slow and expensive to 

participate, making gameplay almost impossible for the average user. While we have 

decided to develop atop the Ethereum network, we are implementing off-chain 

scaling solutions while making sure the owner of the CryptoPet is known on  the 

blockchain. 

We have designed the pet population of the CryptoPet kingdom to model real-world 

scarcity. While having pandas in-game is amazing, we created this game to help 

spread awareness about the decline of the animal’s population in real life. A defining 

feature of the CryptoPets experience is becoming part of our social mission. We 

have commited to donate 20% of all sale proceeds and a percentage of in-game 



transactions to conservation-focused nonprofits like the World Wildlife Fund. We 

want to assist in their mission of ensuring that the species’ population numbers  and 

the conditions of their respective ecosystems recover and thrive. These donations 

will be tracked on the blockchain by and enable the traceability of these proceeds to 

the conservation programs in-need. 

 

Every pet purchased will come with a special QR code. This code will be used to port 

our pets into third party games. We want to build a network of compatible games for 

everyone’s pet to enjoy. However, only first party games will be able to give out 

CryptoKibbles. We also intend on building developer tools for people create unique 

digital assets without having a deep understanding on how smart contracts work. 

We are in the early stages of building out our first tool to take assets make in unity 

turn them into tradable non fungible assets.  

 

• CryptoPets Team Deliverables: 

o Build up the online community. 

o Website development. 

o Artistic design of pets, graphic design of user interface. 

• CryptoPets Team Deliverables: 

o Assist community to get into CryptoPets and answer questions. 

o Web Application development and launch. 

• Platform Features: 

o Pet marketplace. 

o CryptoKibble Proof-of-Stake mechanism. 



• Mobile Platform: 

o Release mobile application. 

o Battles between pets. 

o Mobile marketplace. 

o Breeding and cross-species market 

• Platform Features: 

o New pets released. 

o More customization. 

o Powerups. 

o State channels. 

• Platform Features: 

o New pets will be released. 

o AR platform development. 

o Virtual world development. 

• Platform Features: 

o Space pets. 

o Futuristic pets and xenobiological hybrids. 

o E-Sports Tournament. 
 



As CryptoPets is a community-driven platform, we would like to take suggestions 

from the community on how should develop the platform they want to participate 

in. We will have several open feedback forms where you can posit your suggestions. 

We do take a look at these and these will play a key role in helping us to build the 

platform that the community wants. 

 

o Lore Suggestions - https://alluminate.typeform.com/to/zEAkQ8 

▪ We are trying to create an immersive world. The Lore will be interwoven 

with the character development of your Pet Owner. Have a crazy 

plotline you want us to integrate into the story? Please let us know! 

 

o Game Design Suggestions - https://alluminate.typeform.com/to/yyAYCn 

o We want to build the platform for games that you want to play with your 

pets! Help us decide what would be fun for you to play. 

Community Manager Applications - https://alluminate.typeform.com/to/xtUssf. 

We will be looking for community managers who can help us. 

https://alluminate.typeform.com/to/zEAkQ8
https://alluminate.typeform.com/to/yyAYCn
https://alluminate.typeform.com/to/xtUssf

